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College Grads Face Best Employment Since '69
This yea r 's crop of coliege grads may
have the best job prospects since 1969,
but the group that makes that
prediction says it doesn't know why.
The College Placement Council
reported Sunday that a special survey
indicated "there will be a 16 per cent
increase in hiring across the board"but gave no reasons.
"We didn 't ask that question," said
Jean G. Kessler , a council official when
asked to explain. "I think, maybe it's
because of the economic situation. It's
something we assume. "
The nonprofit council provides services for colleges and employers to
assist students in career planning and
placement.

More than 640 employers, said to
represent every type in the United
States, estimated they would hire 62,290
new college graduates. This compares
with the 53,660 grads the council said
got jobs last year.
The council said: "This is a considerable improvement over the activity reported the last two years and,
on the basis of the average number of
hired per employer, is even better than
the activity reported for 1969-70 when,
in a similar survey, 803 employers
reported approximately 70,000 hires. "
In the release Mrs. Kessler said she
prepared, the council reported:
"Improved prospects seem to be in
store for most graduates, ranging

from 27 per centfor engineering majors
at the bachelor's degree level to 4 per
cent for students in liberal arts
disciplines other than business."
The greatest hiring rise, the council
claimed, will be for those graduating
with master's degrees , up 22 per cent. It
also reported that responding imployers "expect to hire 20 per cent more
PHd's , 15 per cent more bachelor
candidates and 17 per cent more
graduates where degree level is as yet
unknown or where it is not a specific
requirement. "
The council said another survey
report.ed that while job recruiting on
campus showea a hefty increase,
salary boosts were only modest ,

ranging from 2 to 2.8 per cent in areas
of the biggest demand-accounting and
chemical , civil, electrical and industrial engineering.
Mrs . Kessler declined to disclose any
specific slalry offers . The council said
its survey showed the heaviest hiring
increase will be in aerospace, 61 per
cent; metals, 52, and chemicals 39.
Only in four areas were employers
planning to hire fewer college grads:
food and beverage processing, down 3
per cent ; research and consulting,
down 4; local and state goverl}!!lents ,
down 4, and a category called "other,"
down 13.
Mrs . . KeSSler refused to amplify
"other, "
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"Role and Scope" Evaluates UMR's 1972 Achievements
The beginning of the year is a time to
look back over last semester and
evaluate achievements on the campus
of the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Reports
received
from
the
Engineering Manpower Commission in
1972 showed that UMR retained its
second place rank among all the
nation's colleges and universities which
teach engineering in the number of
bachelor's degrees granted in
engineering.
Many hours were spent in a detailed
evaluation of policies and curriculum of
all departments on campus. This was
part of a four-<:ampus effort to improve
the "Role and Scope" of the total
University. Implementation of the
goals as a result of the evalua tion will
be an on-going program on all campuses.
UMR faculty , through the Extension
Division , traveled to St. Louis,
Springfield, Ft. Wood, Waynesville,
Viburnum and other cities and towns in
Missouri to conduct classes. Technical
assistance and short courses for elected
and appointed officials and for small
businesses and industries throughout
the entire state were provided by UMR
faculty in cooperation with the extension field staff.
Educators and representatives of
industry and government from other
states and foreign countries came to the
campus to attend more than 30 short
courses and conferences.
A further example of UMR's extension activity , with the College of
Arts and Sciences, is three new
programs developed in 1972 to help
inmates in Missouri prisons.
In addition to holding college level
classes within prisons, 14 inmates were
brought to the UMR campus where they
could continue their college education.
A program was begun at Renz Farm
in Jefferson City, whereby inmates due
to be released can spend six weeks
finding out what are their special job
skills and aptitudes. Assistance is given
them in finding a job or in obtaining
training' for jobs. Group therapy
sessions also help these prisoners to
develop new attitudes about themselves
and their situation.
UMR, in cooperation with Moberly
Junior College, started a program this

fall at the Moberly Training Center for
Men. A regular schedule of college level
classes at that institution leads to an
Associate of Arts degree for inmate
students. This is the same degree that is
given in Missouri's junior colleges.
Dedication of the new MathematicsComputer Science Building (opened in
January) took place this fall. A group of
distinguished
educators
from
throughout the nation conducted a
seminar on campus in honor of the
event.
Further building activity saw the
opening of the new University Center
this December. Funds contributed by
alumni , industries, friends of the
University and by the students themselves were used for the building.
Construction on the new chemistry
facility , built to replace one that wa's
destroyed by fire, was continued. It is
expected to be completed by the fall of
1973.
UMR students continued to receive
honors and a wards. For instance, three
students were graduated at the annual
commencement in May with a perfect
4.0 grade average. Student groups of
three
national
professional
organizations won " excellence"
awards for their activities.
The students, as usual, contributed
much of their time and effort to
charitable causes and community
betterment. They collected money
which was donated to various local
organizations to be used for health care
for underpriviledged children. They
also spent their time with various
groups helping to entertain and teach
them games or sports .
As part of their academic work and
training , faculty and students are
working with industry and government
on all sorts of research projects. Many
of these projects deal with ecology.
An inter-campus interdisciplinary
project making extensive studies of
water , air, soil, plant and animal life in
Missouri 's New Lead Belt has been
given an additional $300,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation to
continue the research . Some of the
mining cQmpanies are already
beginning to make changes in their
operations to control environmental
problems.

One project begun this fall is an inventory of the Missouri River. Working
With two other universities and two
other campuses, UMR will direct a
study of seven different phases of the
Missouri River from Rulo , Neb., to the ,
mouth of the river near St. Louis.
Studies will be made of the
engineering features in existence in and
adjacent to the ri\:er, the quality of the
water , the aquatic biology, the fish in

the river , the terrestrial biology, the
recreational aspects of the river and
adjacent land and of the use of remote
sensing information about the river.
Students this year completed work on
the design and construction of a car for
use in an urban environment. The car is
small , has numerous safety factors, is
economical and-it is hoped-will
provide a partial answer to mass
transit systems on an individual basis.
Continued On Page 2

Ace Truckers Here Saturday

",:H ~ ACE TRUCKING COMPANY Will pertorm in the Multi-Purpose
BUildIng Saturday, Jan. 20. They were previously scheduled last
semester, but were snowed into Chicago.
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DIANA
ROSS
§BILLIE
HOLIDAY
Concert: Ace Trucking Company
7:30p.m.

Jan.W

MPB

Coffeehouse: Jack Ross and WOOdY Bowles
8:00p.m.

Jan.26

SU Snack Bar

Handball Singes and Boubles Sign up

IIYOUR FIN~L 5t<AD~ WILL BE:
COMPUTED ON 111E 6ASI$ Of iHC

N\fAN f,CORE5 OF Te:N IS-POINT

N~~

QUI-ZZES AGAINST THE

Jan. 15·19 Sign up is at fhe west end of the University Center,
where the APO Bookstore was.

(itYIA110N OF fOLll<: M

AND TH!:N CONVERTED TO M'< POINT

SYSiEM

WHICH I WILL WEN
CO~ELATE WI111 AN "X"
FAC'Tt)Ii!TI-IAT WILL I<EFLECT
AlIITUO£S - CLASS f'AI<TIC 1fAllON ---AND--

Applications are now available at the candy counter for
SUB committee members and social director.

I'

HE N\EANS Hell FLUNK
WHO I-IEWANTS
TO HUNK . "

SHOWN DAILY
AT 7:30
FRI-SAT AT 7:00-9:45

.lli1j(·l.'4~.
TELEPHONE 364 - 1857

UMR Achievements UMR Booster Club
The following list contains the
names of the members of this
year 's UMR Booster Club. Each
member contributes at least $10

Continued From Page 1
New materials are being
developed to be used inside the
human body. Materials that will
withstand the human chemical
processes , that will not be
rejected by the body and that
will last a lifetime are products
of UMR's Materials Research
Laboratory
One
such
development is a plastic to be
used in an artificial heart valve.

r--------------,
NOTICE
The Saint Pat's Board
benefit
movie,
Cotten
Comes To Harlem, will be
shown at the Uptown on
Wednesday, January 24 .
The showings will be at 6 :30
and 9 : 15, with tickets in
advance $.50 and $.75 at the
door.

Within UMR's Environmental
Research Center methods are
being developed to remove
nutrients , such as phosphate
(used in detergents ), from
waste water. Another project is
to study the feasibility of an
advanced waste water treat·
ment scheme employing only
physico-chemical
processes.
Other programs study new
ways of treating organic sludge
left after municipal and in·
dustrial waste has been treated.
These are only a few of the
ways the University of
Missouri·Rolla serves its
students and the citizens of
Missouri. But the work goes on.
Improvements in the academic
programs continue to be made.
Research is constantly finding
new ways to help man and his
environment. 1973 will bring
even more progress.

ESTEY JEWELRY
The Finest In Diamonds

U.M.R. Class Rings
715 Pine St. 364-2142

Rolla, Mo.

PIZZA
PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Hours (Open Daily)
Fro," 4 p .m. To 2 c . m.

$ev .. n Days A W.... k

Jerry Berry

MillO: MaupIn
A C. McCutchen

St eak and Burge r Corral

Schumac her Really

Tnad Pro n tlng Company

Bow-Wow Compan y

MOdern Barber Shop

Cl aud €:' Brown

Weldon Moore

J ames Myers. M . D

Wayne Ca p e
Carney Ma nor Mo tel
D utro Ca rt e r
Ch aron Fabric s
G . L. Christopher Jewetery
Leo Ch r . stoph er
Colon.al Lane s
F . R . Co ng.ardo, D . C.
Cowans IG A
H omer Cro we ll
Curt's Togggery
Pal D avi d s on
R A . Eck Mo to r Co .
EI · Cha r·Eve
E s tey Jewelry
O r . V . E Falken h alM
E . E . F eln d
Cork F.nl ey
For s t 5tate Bank
Fore mos t FOOds
Julian Fr.nier
F renc h Studio and Camera
Edward B . Ha le
Hamilton a nd 50n
L eon H er shkowitz
Hol sum Bakers
Emory Jackson
Lon g In sura n ce Age ncy
Jim's Mot ors
Kenmark Sp orling Goods
Lambda Chi Al ph a
Carl F . Lavino
L.ne's Serv i c e Sta l lon
KlMg 's C hOi ce
Long I nsurance
Lorra.n e's Chddren' s 5hop
Loughbridge Bros . Consl.
Maggi Con s t ruction

C H AMP I O N TER MPAPER5

f

DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

DIe hl Montgom ery

B royles Dlstnbutlng Co.

Campu s BOO k Store

636 Bt'c1con 51 i N o 60S )
Bo s t on . MilS':. . 0121 ~
617 . SJb . 9]O O
R esearc h m aterial lor
T er m Paper s . R ep or1 s. Th eses e tc.
F or In f ormallon
plea se wr ll c or call

And Jewelry

ALEX

D ewey All g ood
K e nnelh As h er
B i ll Atc hl ey
Nol an A ugh en b oug h
Chanc e llor Merl Baker
Jerry R . Ba yl.:ss
Gale Bullman
Robert E . Carlile
Dudl ey Cress
Mad . ~o n M . Dad y
Robert W . E c kle s
Fra n cis Ed w a rds
Charles F inley
B.II F tentj e
V . A . C. G cvecker
H.-Hvey Grice
S. G . Gr i goropoul os
J . Sluart Johnson
J Oc K eaton
B i lly K ey
J e rr y Kirk sey
R.chard Knowl es
Frank Mackaman
M Club
JOe McDonald
Major Meek
Bud Mercier
C. P . Mun
Edward C. Murphy
Burr Va n Nost rand
Bob P ease
C. R . R e minglOn
John D . Rockaway
Garme l Sanders
H arr y Saue r , Jr.
Jam es J . Scott
R odney A. Schdeler
J . H . 5emne
R ic har d Thoma s Sm.th
Ed war d L . Th arp
Frank Tlppi pe
MaK T oc h
Mike Vickers
Dudl ey Th ompson

towards UMR athletics and
supports . various
teams.
Membership is still open to
those willing to aid this effort.

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
Call 364-8300 and
ask for
Ron
OR Howard
Strawhun
Riden
CLEAN USED CARS

REGAL NOTES·
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We',e n e w and w e '. " Ih e b";Jcu l Thousands of
lOp.CI 'ev'e .... e d 10' qUlcke, "nd e ,sIond,ng_ 0",
S"bl e c" ,ncl"d. nOl only EnglIsh. but A... lh,opology. Ad. Blocle SI"d. ~s
Ecology. Ecl;.'·
nomlCS,
Edvcollon,
H,slo,y
La .... Mus'c,
Ph.tosophy.
Poi,ltcol Sc. e nce
P s ycholollY.
R e l,glo ... , Sc. e nc e . Soc.olOIlY o ... d U,bon P'ob
le ms S. nd 5.1
~ou' COIOI09 of lOP'CS 0"'0.1oble

'0.

REGAL NOTES
3160 "0" Sf ••• f, N. W.
Wosh;ngfon, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202·333·0201

Nu ll and Son
O ' D onnell D. strobutlMg Co .
0 I( T.re Serv.ce
Edward Ow sl ey
J C P enney Co .
Phelp s County Bank
KTTR
Frank B Powell Lumber Co .
The P rescr.pl.On Shop
Mary R.d e n
John D 's R es tauranl
Elmer R oemer
Rolla Da.ly N ews
Rolla Drug s
Roll a Motor Parts
Ray Rucker
Rudy 'S Package 510re
Elmer 5anhaus
Ch arles Scoll
John Morros
H illcrest Shopp.n g Center
R ep . Di ck Sma llWOOd
D r. T ed Smith
5mi th 's 66 5e r v,ce
Rolla Volkswagen
Sl evens Distribut,ng , Inc .
Tee Pee Package 5tore
Herman Thomas
JOhn Twitly
Un. t ed 5avl n gs and Loan
Urega s 5er v,ce of Rolla
Vern'~

Ton y V.essman
G . L . Wh.te
Wiggins Ins . and Abstract Co.
T ell WIthams
Floyd M . Wills

SHOWN AT 7:00-8:00
Rolla Film Society Presents
Tuesday Jan. 23

al 8:00

DESPERATE
CHARACTERS

IIiiiI'
:I "
U~LEPHONE

1tJr-

164 ·'

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
~.l!. ~~~~~l!.
Dining Room - Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla. Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE
If

still need books
or school supplies,
we have them for you
YOU

CAMPUS BOOK
STORE

e

II

"P

0,

p,
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University of Missouri Named
Thirteenth Largest in Nation

KIM COLTER

Student-Athlete Colter
Receives NCAA Grant
Kim Colter , outstanding
football pl ayer and senior in
chemical engineering at UMR ,
has been awarded a National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA )
post
graduate
scholarship.
The $1 ,000 grant is one of 33
NCAA scholarships awarded
na tionwide to outstanding
graduating football players .
Going into this season Colter
carried a perfect 4.0 accumulated grade point average.
A four-letter man on the
Miner team , Colter was team
captain in 1972. He also received
honorable mention on the All
MIAA Conference team.
"Colter is as hard working a
young man as we've ever had

play for us ," says A. C. "Bud"
Mer cier , assistant football
co ach and UMR assistant
a thletic director.
A member of the " M" club
and the student chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (A.l.Ch.E.l , he is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. William G.
Coler, 8728 Villa Crest Dr.,
Crestwood. He was graduated
from Lindbergh High School in
St. Louis.
This is the second NCAA postgraduate scholarship awarded
to a UMR student within the
pas t
five
years.
Bob
Nicodemus , graduate in
mechanical engineering ,
received an award in 1968.

Rolla Grads Face
Changing Industry
The United States is leaving
our maturing state of mass
industrialization and is on the
eve of a transition period which
will take us into a post industrial era." This was the
assumption posed to more than
460 graduates at the University
of Missouri-Rolla winter
commencement by William C.
Nusbaum , vice president for
advanced planning for Emerson
Electric Co. of St. Louis, Sunday
December 17.
"This dramatic era will be the
outgrowth of what will happen
in the next 30 to 50 years ,"
Nusbaum said, "a transition
period I would like to designate
as the period of 'Enlightened
Unfoldment."
The
term
'Enlightened Unfoldment' is
used because during this period
man
will
face
and
predominantly solve the largest
array of challenging, complex,
intertwined problems of any
period in the history of
mankind. "
After citing several examples
of the type of problems facing

Notice
If you are a Veteran or War
Orphan and have not
enrolled with Miss Carney in
the Registrar's Office for
the 1973 spring semester,
please do so immediately in
order to avoid delay of
payment.

The University of Missouri's
four-eampus total fall , 1972,
enrollemnt makes it the 13th
largest educational institution
in the United States.
According to a nationwide
survey released recently
the
University's
50,897
students places it behind
the University- of Maryland,
with 55, 204, and ahead of Ohio
State University, with 50,040.
The University of Missouri's
total enrollment includes 47,427
on-campus
students
at
Columbia, Kansas City, Rolla
and St. Louis and 3,470 extension credit course students.
The largest institution this
year remains the State
University of New York which
has a total enrollment of 361,129.

Second is the Calitorma State
College, with 304,405, and third
is the City University of New
York, with 226,355 students .
In order, other institutions
ahead of the University of
Missouri are: University of
Wisconsin System, University
of California, University of
North Carolina, University of
Texas , Indiana University ,
Pennsylvania State University,
University of Illinois , and
University of Minnesota. .
The figures were prepared by
Dr. Garland G. +Parker, vice
provost for admissions and
records at the University of
Cincinnati. The study is now in
its 53rd year.
"It simply is not valid to
proclaim, as many have," says

Dr. Parker, " that collegiate
enrollments in general declines
sharply in 1972-73. Rather, the
trendline is one of increase,
albeit at a delining rate. "
The survey this year included
1428 institutions or systems, an
increase over the 1200
responding last year. Grand
total enrollment in the reporting
schools this year was 6,407,050.
Comparison with the 1190
schools reporting both . yearsshows an increase over last
year of 0.2 per cent.
Parker predicts, however,
that when the final count is in
for all two-year colleges, the
increase for all collegiate-level
credit-hour students may yet be
two per cent, and the grand
total enrollment may approach
9,215,000 students.

Missouri Miner
University of Missouri - Rolla

From Start to Finish at UMR
Gradu'ation in Two Years '
Michael E. Diesel is a young
man in a hurry! He entered the
University of Missouri-Rolla as
a freshman in the spring of 1971
and received his B.S. degree in
computer science on Dec. 17,
. 1972.
"Earning a four-year degree
in two years is hard work, "
Mike admits. " But once I got
started I wanted to get it all
done as soon as I could."
Mike was graduated from
Jefferson City Senior High
School shere he had had some
training in computer science.
The year following his
graduation he worked as a
computer programmer for the
Missouri Division Employment
Security.
A 33-month tour of duty in the
U.S. Army was his next career
step. After receiving basic
training at Fort Polk, La., he
continued his work with computers at Fort Monmouth, N.J.
When his army service was
completed, he knew he wanted
to continue working with
computers , but he felt he
needed a college education to
really get somewhere. Mike
says, " I decided to come to

the world today, Nusbaum told
the students he felt the solutions
would depend on man 's ability
to manage.
"Management . techniques
and capabilities are best
exemplifie.d in the private
sector ," he continued, "where
the march of advancing
technology , changing and new
markets, the competitive
pressures
to
meet
the
customer's needs the profit
incentive, and many other
factors force the continuous
reappraisal of how to manage
better, how to improve the
economic performance of the
firm , how to most effectively
utilize capital to convert
manpower
and
natural
resources into product and-or
service for man 's use. It is the
competitive profit incentive
which continually hones our
management teChniques.
" Business and industry will
become increasingly more
involved as they gain, or as they
Word has been received by
are provided, additional incentives to do so," Nusbaum UMR that its supply of No. 2
(furnace) fuel oil is being
concluded.
"Each of you within yoUr severely cut back. UMR's
corporation will have an op- allotment for the remainder of
portunity to participate in thi~ January and February is aninvolvement and in finding the ticipated at about 10 per cent of
technological answers. I have normal requirements.
Joseph D. Wollard, UMR
confidence that we can and will
solve the technological aspects business officer, reports that
of our problems, including the plans are now underway with
effects they may have on our the deans and others involved
natural environment and the on how the campus will meet
this shortage. "We have 14
psyche of man. "

UMR for several reasons. 1 wa~
a Missouri resident and I
wouldn 't have to pay out-ofstate tuition. There was a good
computer science department
here . Besides, it was close to
home .
One of the major reasons
Mike could speed up his college
career, was all the experience
he had had with computers. He
would brush up on some of this
knowledge during semester
breaks and , whenever he could,
he would take tests. By passing
the tests, Mike would get credit
for courses without having to
attend any classes. He earned
17 hours hours this way. He not
only tested out of some computer science courses but also
freshman English .
A non-stop schedule of
classes , including summer
sessions, did the rest. Mike also
cajoled his instructors and
administrators into allowing
him to take more than the
normal number of hours each
semester.
Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences , Adrian H. Daane,
first met Mike when he came to
his office to get permission to
carry 29 hours his final

semester. He says , "Mike is a
rare individual who has the
ambition , motivation and
academic versitility to handle
an accelerated program like
this. Also, at an institution the
size of UMR we feel it is easier
to break down barriers and
administrative red tape to let
students progress at their own
pace. "
To help support his family
Mike played guitar and organ at
area nightclubs. To top off all
his activities , he was graduated
Magna Cum Laude. He had
earned an accumulated grade
point average of between 3.5
and 3.8 out of a possible 4.0.
A job with Bell Laboratories
in Chicago is his next stop. " I
had five job offers," he says.
" Four of them, including Bell,
were through the UMR
placement office. One of the
reasons I chose Bell, was their
confidence in me. I qualified for
a Bell program that will send
me to Northwestern University
for a Master 's degree on their
time and at their expense, while
maintaining a position as a fulltime member of the Bell
technical staff."

Wollard Announces Probable
Fuel Cutback At UMR
campus facilities which operate
on fuel oil ," Wollard explained.
" Although final details are still
being worked out, it could mean
that we would have two of these
in operation , relocated three
others and close down the
remaining 9 facilities ."
Rolla's campus has been
advised by its contract oil
supplier that its allotment will
be 1100 gallons for the
remainder of January and 2,900
gallons in February. Under

normal conditions, UMR would
use 11 ,000 gallons for the
remainder of this month and
17,000 gallons in February.
Attempts to locate other oil
supplies and - or use other
methods of heating are being
investigated, but have proven
unsuccessful this far.
" If the fuel oil picture doesn 't
improve substantially, we will
have to begin implementing
these actions by Tuesday (Jan.
16)," Wollard concluded.
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Why Football.?
By MIKE CHILES
In a limited world with limited resources it is not possible for a n
individua l or even a university to do everything it would like to do.
There comes a point a t which a decision must be made to sacrifice
some objectives or programs in order to achieve or maintain
excellence in others.
Our football program is a case in point. To maintain a first rate ,
or even a second ra te program requires a grea t deal of money,
probably more money than students here are willing to spend. It
would be unrealistic to ask students to increase the more than
thirty dollars a year from their activity fees that they are already
paying for the athletic program. Yet more than· half of that activity fee money goes to support the football team, a team which
probably more from inadeuqate funding than anything else has
done little to distinguish itself or the school in recent years.
If there is not enough money to do the football program right, it
should not be done at all. The money so saved could almost certainly be more profitably used in almost any other sport. Last
year $65,000 was spend for grants in aid to athletes most of which
went to football players.
We could probably have several distinguished teams each year
if all that money was spent on sports such as basketball, swimming, track, and other sports. It is not inconceivable that Rolla
could achieve national recognition in several areas where it has
the financial resources to compete with much larger schools. We
could even afford to give scholarships to athletes with the
potential to compete in the Olympics in fields such as swimming
and track, people who could put us on the front page of papers
other than the Rolla Daily News.
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AWD OW ~ PEACe, GOODWIL.l.- TCNJA'KD Maj-UUSi AS SOON AS WE
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I
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This Week's Special
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Our Invisible .President

is A

In retrospect , Mr. Nixon's
decision not to attend his own
inaugurations in January of
1973 should have come as no
surprise.
After all , he won the hearts of
his countrymen and 49 states
during the Presidential campaign by locking himself up in
his various White Houses. And ,
except for a brief television
appearance on election night ,
he hadn 't been seen since.
So it was that his chief
surrogate, Mr. Spiro Agnew ,
delivered Mr. Nixon 's historic
Second Inaugural Address on
that wintry January day.
"Above all else," said Mr .
Agnew , " I, President Nixon ,
intend to carry out my pledge to
reduce the role of the Federal
Government and return the
conduct of their own affairs to
the people."
To achieve these ends, Mr.
Agnew announced a bold new
program that captured the
essence of Mr. Nixon's political
philosophy:

" Henceforth , under our new Clifford, came out with a senUltimate Revenue · Sharing sational book purportedly based
Program , whenever a taxpayer on secret interviews with Mr.
sends in his check to Nixon in various telephone
Washington , we will simply
mail it directly back to him. "
@
The next day the stock precedented conference call to
market broke through the 2000 five reporters who could still
barrier. While there were some remember his voice, denied
ever-weakening protests from
theever
latter
heard
wasofjailed
Clifford.
for
having
welfare mothers and unpaid And
- bureaucrats, the country was fraud .
So the years passed in peace
generall y elated. Congress,
sensing the mood of the Nation, and prosperity. The people,
unharrassed by their governadjourned until 1976.
Meanwhile , Mr. Nixon holed ment, dwelt in tranquility. A
up in his new " Desert White 1975 Gallup Poll showed 98.6 per
House"-the top two floors of a cent felt the President was
Las Vegas hotel. He was seen "doing a great job. ",
There was no question that
only by six close-mouthed sides,
Mr. Nixon had found the key to
all of them Mormons.
For several months, the press political popularity. In fact, he
hung around outside . But as Mr. remained in seclusion until his
Nixon issued no proclamations 73rd birthday when he finally
or orders, they soon tired of appeared in public to accept a
writing stories describing the grateful Nation's award as
"The Best President America
hotel and went home.
Rumors began to crop up that Ever Had ."
Asked what he'd done to
Mr . Nixon had grown long
fingernails and hair and was deserve this highest tribute, Mr .
afraid of germs . An en - Nixon smiled.
" Nothing," he said.
Firstly, Mr. Nixon was im- terprising author , Irving
mediately accepting the formal
resignations of all his political
appointees . Secondly, the freeze
on Federal hiring would continue for four more years. And
thirdly , Mr. Nixon would refuse
to spend any money apThe MISSOURI MINER is III. offlc~1 .. ubllc.t .... ·of III_ students of
propriated by Congress .
III. University of Rolla. It is,published .t !toll., Mluouri every _II
during the school yeer. Entered .s second cl ... m.tter Febru.ry I,
But what swept the public off
1945,.t IIIe Post Office .t Roll., Mo" under tile Act of M.rch J, lin.
its feet was the President's
Tile subscriptions .re SI.SO per oemester. This MISSOURI MINER
Ul tim a te Reve nue Sharing
features .~tivill.s of III. students and f.culty of UMR.
Program.
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"As of now," said Mr . Agnew ,
"the taxpayer sends his money
to Washington and we ship it
back to the Sta tes and cities,
where some of it hopefull y
trickles back to the taxpayer.
While a stride forward, this is
obviously ineffi cient.
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Sensored
By ANDERSON and ELVEN
Commencement.. ......Several weeks ago in the MPB another
popular facet of college life was displayed, that of graduation.
There's not a whole lot one can say about this momentuous occasion, except that those directly involved probably wish it would
hurry up and end and those just watching probably wish they
were involved. Graduations have a reputation for being long and
drawn out, due not only to the handing out of diplomas but those
wonderful speeches as well. Most students are willing to sit
through them just so they can get their diplomas. What isn't
known is that what commencement speakers are saying and what
~eY're thinking are quite different. "My fellow graduates, it is
mdeed a great pleasure to be here on what is probably the most
important day of your lives." (If it weren't for this stupid
honorary degree, I could be in Florida right now.) "I know these
are troubled times for all of us." (I wish they wouldn't sit the
coeds in the first row with their legs sticking out of their gowns.
It's hard to concentrate.) "The problem is not that we are all
troubled, but what we can do about it." (I wonder if the
newspaper will ask for a copy of my sppech?) "I will be the first
one to admit that our generation has not succeeded in conquering
the great issues of the day." (Is it possible that the blond sitting in
the end seat just winked at me?) "You must pick up the fight
where we have left off." (It could be my imagination, but half
those graduates Qut there look stoned.) " I would be a fool to say
that your diploma is a ticket to a better life." (She winked at me
again. And now she's smiling. Maybe she needs a job.) "So, in
conclusion, I wish to say that if I had the choice of when to live, I
would live now. Thank you." (That's not much of an ovation.
Maybe I didn 't read it well?)
Typical Day .. ...... Spread all over this campus are those shelters
of intrigue known as offices. UMR has been blessed with many a
great adrninistrater, though we are not quite sure what they
should be administering to. In fact, it tickles the imagination to
wonder exactly what they do all day in the protection of their
offices.
7:55 A.M. Arrives for work, goes into office for 10 seconds'; leaves
for back office of comrade until 9:55 to talk, sit, and watch
comrade work.
9:56 Comes back to office to do some doodling.
10: 30 Finishes doodling, puts hands on top of head, and stares.
10:4~ Reads Yellow Pages of telephone book.
10:55 Staring out of window.
10:57 Combing hair in reflection of window.
11: 06 J:.'icks up some papers and leafs through them.
11 :07 Looking up something ( or someone) in little black book.
11 :08 Found it ( or her), smiling as if remembering.
11 : 10 Puts book back in pocket after making note.
11: 11 Staring.
11:20 Really big issue come up: lunch.
11:25 Has made big decision, smiling and picking his ear as he
stares out the window.
.
1:30 Returns from lunch, having made wrong decision. Has indigestion. Must have picked new U-Center Cafeteria.
1:35 Greets business associate on phone with "Hi, baby."
2:00 Laughing in back office.
2: 15 Still laughing.
2: 30 Flips through papers that he's flipped through all day.
2:45 Answers phone, and yells at someone who made a mistake till
3:08
3: 09 Decides to head home early after an especially hard day at
the office.
Bits and Pieces ........ Yours Trulys will be featured at the RHS
Comedy Night this Monday at 7: 00 p.m. in the Administration
Buil~ Auditorium, if you really care ........ KMSM has changed
Its mUSical format somewhat this semester, and is interested in
your respons~ .... .... St. Pats is coming soon, so start your beard
today ........ This is national " How Low Can Enrollment At UMR
Go" Week, so take a registrar to lunch.
Cr.edits .... .... A seat in the stud u cafeteria disappeared sur-

pl"lsm~ly fast. ....... UMR officials appear to work but one wonders

sometimes ........ UMR graduation could become a thing of the
will
probably
appear
past,
but
the
speakers
anyway ..... ... Remember, don't quote us, we'll quote
you ... ..... That's all.
.
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Dear John ...
Dear John ,
Well here it is the second
semester and with the new
Student Union opened up the
University of Mo.-Rolla branch
has hit a new all time low as far
as food services go. In general,
I think I can make the
statement that the food prices
have not only gone up but the
food quality has gone down.
Where does the Student Union
get off charging the prices they
do for the fecal matter they call
food?
Coffee only
Dear Coffee Only,
From the many letters I have
recei ved and all the bitching
everyone seems to be doing I
can say. with all confidence that
the Student Union gets off at the
last possible station on the road
to serving 100 per cent overpriced , low grade . food.
Hopefully, they will try to
correct the situation before an
armed insurrection occurs.
Dear John,
What's wrong with the
Registrars Office? I left this
fair city with plans of attending
another UniverSity but because
of the incompetence prevading
Parker Hall, I might not even be

going to school this semster. All
I am asking of the people at
Parker Hall is to send a copy of
my final semester grades to the
college where I have applied I did all the hard work for them.
I'm still in doubt as to what
my grades were for the
semester. I haven 't received
them , nor have my parents, and
neither has my new University.
I'm paying UMR a visit this
week, it may not be a friendly
one though. I know attendance
is low here but please, let me
go!
Trapped
Dear Trapped,
You may have accidentally
discovered Parker Hall's secret
plan to maintain and preserve
the
remaining
student
population of this great school
for posterity. The registrar 's
office is usually one of the most
efficient of all the campus
bureaucracies, however in this
case the Registrar"s Office is
losing it's place in Dear John's
book of Rating; lets get with it,
Registrar , and let your people
go!
John's Story:
It was a dark, stormy night,
while John pondered over his
gloomy situation. John's phone

r'ang and with his great agility
and finesse he answered the
phone. Lo and behold it was the
St. Pat's Board, disguised of
course, inviting John to one of
their secret "teas." John , of
course, accepted the invitation
and was presently face to face
with his green jacketed foes. As
the night wore on, the St. Pat's
Board did their best to convince
John of their peaceful intent
towards him ' and all he
represents .
During the " TEA ", John
learned that at the fight between UMR and Lincoln ,
representatives of the st. Pat's
Board were indeed in the
forefront of the battle and had
upheld the school's honor first
as peacemakers and then as
freedom fighters .
St. Pat's Board is a viable institution that not only adds color
to the school but also does it's
best towards promoting school
spirt and a better social atmos phere for the school.
Support your local St. Pat's
Board and get to know them; I
think you'll find as I have that
they are good people, for the
most part.
John.

INTRODUCI NG
THE NEW IDEA
TO START
THE NEW SEMESTER
THE

BUSCH
12 - "PAC

SAVE ON LOW
INTRODUCTORY
P'RICES
TRAINER DISTRIBUTING CO,INC
CUBA, MO

Starting Feb. 5th, Breakfast Will Be Served
See the New Corral of Pancakes Grub List
Open 6:30-8:00 Mon.·Fri.
6 :3 ~8:30 Sat.
12:00-8 : 30 Sun .
364-6979
212 S. Hwy. 63

~
UJ
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Raise MIAA Record. to 3-0

Miners Outlast Bulldogs
The UMR Miners extended
their conference winning streak
to three games with a 684)5
basketball victory over Northeast Nissouri State University. The see-saw battle was
close the entire game.
The Bulldogs jumped to an
early six point lead, but neither
team was able to maintain more
than a four point lead the rest of
the half. The Miners lead at the '
intermission, 38-36.
Six minutes into the second
half, UMR stretched their lead
to seven points, 48-41. Kirksville
rallied back, however, to take
the lead with 7:21 remaining to
play. The Miners took the lead for good on a tip-in by Ken
Stalling with six minutes left.
The Bulldogs stayed right at
UMR heels in the remaining
minutes and the Miners won by
only three, 68-65.

Both teams shot cold in the
second half. UMR, who had a
blistering 59 percent field goal
average at halftime, cooled off
to 48 percent for the game. The
Miners hit on only 12 of 31 attempts in the second period.

The Bearcats, who took fourth
behind the Miners in the MIAA
tourney never threatened the
Engineers. UMR led at halftime
46-27 and went on to lead by 29
pOints before Coach Billy Key
worked in the second team in
the last of the second half. Only
then did the Bearca ts close the
gap any. Twelve Miners got in
on the action, and nine of the
players scored.

NEMS could not do much
better, finishing the game with
a cold 39 percent from the field
after hitting on half of their
shots in the first half.

Williams, who scored most of
his points in the second half,
was taken out of the game with
four and a half minutes left ot
play. When it was found that he
had tied the scoring record, he
was put back into break it. With
only a little over a minute left,
however , his teammates could
not get the ball to him to score.
Williams ended up with 29
points for the night, leading
scorer, and tied for the all-time
high with teammate Rich
Peters.

The next UMR basketball
game will be Saturday at
Warrensburg against Central
Missouri State. The following
Monday the 'Miners will travel
to Springfield to face Southwest
Missouri State in a crucial
MIAA contest. The next Miner
home game will be Saturday,
January 27, against Southeast
Missouri State. All three contests are conference match-ups .

Stalling Continues Streak

John Williams led the scoring
attack for the Miners with 18
points . . Ken Stalling hit for 14
points and both Rich Peters and
Tommy Noel had 12 points.
. -Louis Gregory took game
scoring honors with 23 points for
Kirksville. Jim Blaydes added
12 points and Bobbie Brown 10
points for NEMS.

Stalling, who scored 12 pOints
in the game, set up Williams
several times with easy shots.
John Williams tied a Multi- Rodney LeGrand had 10 points
Purpose Building scoring and also netted 4 assists.
record , and Keri Stallings
Maryville's Jim Porter, a 6'5"
continued his excellent playing
Saturday night as the Miners forward came alive in the
easily triumphed over Nor- second half and pumped in 21
points for the night. Marcus
thwest Missouri State, 86-75.
Stallings had 14 points and
Melvin Harvey sunk 10 for the
Bearcats .
In other conference action,
Warrensburg , who finished
seventh in the conference
tourney , upset the winner,
Springfield, 67-60.
Williams Leads Scoring

•• •IIII!E:J'

John Williams goes up for two of his field-house recordtying 29 points in the Miner victory over Maryville.

Five Forfeits Boost Miner Score

Miner Grapplers Crush Evangel;
Matlock, Blackmore SCQre Pins

Ken Stalling scores two easy points on a breakaway in the
Miners' loss to UWM last Thursday.

Facing a depleted Evangel
squad, the UMR Miner grapplers rolled to their second
consecutive dual meet victory
over the Crusaders, winning by
a 48-9 score.
The Crusaders only entered
five wrestlers in the competition, of which tliree were
defeated by the Miner entry. In
the 126 pound class, Matlock
pinned Hauck after 3: 56 of the
match. Jim Watts pinned
Flaherty in the 158 pound
dividison at 2 :48 for the quickest
fall of the meet. Mike Black-

more rounded out the Miner
pins as he took 4: 05 to overwhelm Bower in the 142 pound
competition.
In the only Miner losses of the
meet, Don Williams was pinned
at 7:19 by Hanawalt after
holding a lead throughout the
match. Williams lost at 150
pounds. Kevin West lost a 12-4
decision to Bittinger, wrestling
in the 167 pound division.
Five Miners won by forfeit.
Armstrong took the 118 pound
forfeit, John Nugent the 134
pound, Mudd in 177 pound class,

Steve Ganz at 191 pounds, and
Gary McAlpin, who was making
his first mat appearance after
sitting out last season with a
broken leg suffered in football,
was forfeited to at heavyweight.
With the forfeitures , it's
difficult to tell just how good the
Miners are this year. But the
next match, against the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
at St. Louis on January 17
should give an indication of the
gdapplers' ability. Next home
action for the wrestlers is
January 20 a~ainst Missouri
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Big Red Consider Rolla
Tankmen Swamp Principia
Wenger Triple Winner for UM R As Summer Training Site
After splitting a dual meet
and a second place finish in the
SEMO relays , the swim team
Christmassed in Ft. Lauderdale , Florida, taking Part in the
Swimming Pool Hall of Fame
Forum . Six Miners were chosen
to partiCipate in the annual
East-West meet, and all performed well.
Larry Molina won the 400
free, Tim Blood and Tom
Wenger ,lDchored winning
. medley rell,ly teams, Jim
Entiwistle and Jim Glasa were
on free relay teams, but wain't
allowed to swim because there,
already was a Miner on each of
the two teams. Coach Bob
Pease said the team got in some
pretty good workouts, even
though the weather was rather
cool. Pease was also pleased
that six members of the team
were chosen for the "all-star"
meet, as the previous year only
three were selected.
This past weekend the team
went to Elsah, illinois to take on
Principia College. Coach Pease
was very pleased with his
team's performance, as they
won very easily, 83-30. With
such a onesided score, there
were six double winners for the
Miners and one triple winner,
- Tom Wenger.
The meet started off with a
winning effort by the Miners in
the 400 medley relay. Kroeger,
Grieser, Belshe and West
carried the team to a time of

4: 06.2, with Kroeger's and finish in the 200 back with a time
Belshe's splits being personal of 2: 21.1. Not very far behind
bests for them this year.
was second-place finisher Larry
Tom Wenger followed with Molina who had a time of 2:21.3.
the first of his three victories as One of the highlights of the
he won the 1000 free with a time afternoon came next as Tom
of li: 10.5, an effort that was his Wenger not only became a
best of the year sO.far. Next was double winner, but also set a
the 200 free, and although new Principia pool record as he
Kenton Wright and Jim won the 500 free in the time of
Entwistle both recorded their 5:22.9. Kenton Wright swam his
best times of the year (1:59,7), best time of the year in this
thejr efforts were only good for same event, but just missed
second and third place placing.
respectively.
Bill Grieser f9110wed this
In the 50 free, R-on Dutton and performance with one -of his
Don Steinnerd took seCond a'nd own as he won the 200 breast
third, with times of :23.8 and with a time of 2:34.1, becoming
: 24.0, respectively. In the 200 UMR's fourth double winner.
individual medley Larry Molina But more importantly, this was
became another victorious Bill's best time ever in this
Miner as he edged out second- event. Allen Fails finished third
place finishing teammate Tim in 2:44.8. Ron Dutton also
Blood with a time of 2:13.8 became a two-time winner as he
(compared to Blood's 2:15.6). took the top spot in the threeDiving was next, and although meter diving event. Steve
UMR divers haven 't been able Peppers took second.
to practice on the one-meter
The final event, the 400 free
board, they stiIl finished one relay was also won by the
two in this event. Ron Dutton Miners in a time of 3:31.9.
won with a total of 206.45 points,
This Saturday the Miners will
while Steve Peppers was right
host Central Missouri State
behind with 195.30,
University at 2:00 p.m. Anyone
Jack Belshe then became the
Miner 's first double winner of who can time for the meet will
the day as he won the 200 but- be much needed. CMSU has
terfly with a time of 2:17.0. In several top people in Mike
the same event Jim West came McCool-diver, Bill Batkeback, Santo Milosevich-sprints
up with his best effort of the
year and took second in 2:23.8. and Pat Hogan-I.M: But the
Miners will win, with inside
Bill Kroeger also became a sources putting the score at 78double winner with a first-place 35.

MIAA
Lincoln Ineligible for Cage Crown
Donald Corbett, Lincoln
University basketball coach,
says the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association
imposed an unjust penalty on
his team as a result of the
fracas here a t Rolla last
December 7th.
At
a
MIAA
faculty
representatives meeting in
Columbia, Lincoln was declared
ineligible for the conference
championship and all postseason games.
Also , Corbett and an assistant
coach, Homer Cavitte, were
censured for " inflammatory
action" during the basketball
game. The MIAA warned that
any furhter outbursts by the
coaches or the Lincoln fans
"will result in forfeiture of all
championships in all sports for
1972-73."
Corbett said, " I think the
incident was terrible. Somthing
should have been done , but
since our basketball team was
not involved I can't see where it
should be the one penalized to
that extent. Not only is that
taking away the conference, it's
taking our chance for postseason play. " Corbett added
that no action will be taken to

TERM PAPERS

Send for your desc"pllve. up to·da te.
128 page. marl or der ca talog of 2.300
qua lit y termpapers Enclose S1.00 to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WR II[
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 4J7.8474 • 4J7.5493
"We need;llocpl sales",:

restrain Lincoln fans . "We don't
have wild fans. The thing that
happened at the game was
provoked by poor officiating. It
is over and done with. No one
has anything to fear from us.
We jUst think the penalty is too
strict. "

Billy Key, the Rolla coach
declined to comment on Cor:
bett's remarks. Key said Rolla
.did not request the censure
action - it was done by the
conference. He said both Rolla
representatives abstained from
voting on the issue.

-SAVE UP TO 50%-

Better than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
513 Hiway 63S

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL

15~

1009 Pine

position. UMR is only 100 miles
from St. Louis and the homes of
many of the players; the 100
miles is all Interstate 44,
providing fast and easy tran·
sportation between the cities ;
Rolla is a rather out of the way
place that provides the privacy
desired; the dorms where the
players would be housed are
right across the street from the
two p1'actice fields and the
game field; the training and
'tor~ f.;IciIities are excelleBt.
A pomt of concern for many
Miners waas how this will a'ffeet
UMR. it will in no way hinder
UMR in any way. In fact, there
will ·be a byline coming out of
RoUA every day going all over
the country concerning the
events of the Cardinals training
camp. Thus it wiIl greatly
enhance Rolla's name and
statuture. A formal request has
been submitted, and now it is
just a matter of waiting for the
decision.

Volleyball
Leagues
LeagueJ

TKE
Delta Tau
Beta Sig
TJ

APA
BSU

League 2

League 3

Kappa Sig
Sig Pi
KA

Lambda Chi
Phi Kap
Sig Ep

&ig Tau
Sig Nu
Triangle

Tech Club
Campus

League 4

League 5

Engine
Delta Sig
Theta Xi
Acacia
MRHA
Wesley

Mates
Pi Kappa Phi
AEPi
Theta Chi
Liahona
Newman

PiKA

Women's
WRHA
Zeta Tau
Kappa Delta
Wesley
TJ Dolls

WELCOME
BACK

MINERS
We hope you had an enjoyable

Get a 25' soda for only 10'
with this coupon.
And remember we have beer
for your convenience in our grocelJ·

KING'S CHOICE

Although the possibility has
existed for a long time, it was
just over the Christmas
vacation that it was made
public that the St. Louis football
Cardinals might train here at
UMR this coming summer.
As of now, Rolla must beat out·
Cape Girardeau for the
distinction of becoming the
training sight of St. Louis's
entry in the National Football
League. T\lis has all come about
because of the
recent
management turnover in the
Cardinals' head office. Ever
since Bill BidwiIl took over
complete control of the club
from his brother Stormy, he has
been 'frYing to break aU ties with
the past in an eff9rt to start a
new, winning tradition. He
thinks that changing the
training sight from Lake Forest
to somewhere else will be a
start in that direction.
As the situation now stands,
Rolla seems to be in excellent

15~

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

Holiday Season and are ready for
a profitable semester. Check our
ads for special sales in me futu re
as we are expecting many new
siyles to come in soon. Drop in
and see us, we have someming

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car wifh nothing down .and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
this way . See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he gradua tes when he rea lIy needs it.

shoe
701 Pine
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Miners Third In MIAA Tourney:
Win Appalachian Classic Title
The Miners came out on the
short end of a 67-65 score last
Thursday night and were
defeated for the second time
this season by the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Panthers.
Both teams shot poorly in the
game. The Miners , who had
been hitting right around the 50
percent mark on field goals,
shot a chilly 36.1 percent from
the field. The Panthers did a
little better by sinking 40 percent of their attempts.

pOints . He fouled out with only
38 seconds left in the game.
Rich Peters had 14 points and
Tommy Noel put in 13 points.

Noel also led in rebounds with
15.

Calvin Kinzer was top scorer
for the Gorillas with 20 points .
Bob Williams was the only other
player in the double figures for
Kansas. He had twelve points.
Third in MIAA Tourney

The first-half of the consolation game between UMR
and NWMS was close with the'
Miners leading by seven points
at the intermission. In the
second half, however, the
Miners gained momentum and
forced Maryville into numerous
turnovers. Tommy Noel paced
the Miner scoring with 17 points
and Ken Stallings contributed 16
points. John Ladner came off
the bench in the second period
to add 15 points.
In Thursday night's opening
contest the Miners crushed
Central Missouri State, 105-77.
UMR scored on 56 per cent of
their shots from the field and
never trailed in the contest.
Noel led the Miner 's scoring

The UMR Miners captured
third-place in the MIAA
After trailing 37-34 at the Basketball Tournament held in
halfway mark, the Miners came Springfield, January 4-6. UMR
h
8 0
back to take the lead by two
points on three different oc- earned this spot wit an 5-7
over
Northwest
casions. When UWM's Ed victory
Missouri State Saturday night.
Sparks put in a layup with 11 The
Miners were put out of
minutes remaining in the game, contention fo r the championship attack with 23 points. Stalling
added 22 points and Rich Peters
it broke a 49-49 tie and the
Southwest Missouri State in contributed 16 points.
Panthers led for the rest of the aby sound
82-61 defeat Friday
Stalling was the only Miner
game.
named to the All-Tournament
Ken Stallings, who has been night.
Tournament favorites Southteam. He scor ed 58 points over
hitting very well since the
Missouri edged by Lincoln the three days of competition .
Applachian tourney , put in 16 west
University, 69-64, in Saturday
points and led the Min~rs in night's championship contest.
Appalachian Classic
scoring. Tommy Noel had 14 The Bears were favored in the
points for the night , and Rich co ntest because they were
The basketball Miners ended
Peters had 12. John Williams playing on their home court and 1972 by winning rather handily
had 10. Harold Lee. one othe also 'because they had shown the
Appalachian
Classic
Panthers' guards , led the game great strength so far this Tourney in Montgomery, West
in scoring with 18 points . season.
Virginia. They won Friday
Wilbert St. Julian had 16 points,
In Friday night 's second night Dec. 29 over Ohio
and Ed Sparks and Mike Ewing round contest the SMS Bears Dominican College, 81-56, and
both had ten.
had no trouble with the Miners the championship Saturday
defeating
them,
.82-61. night over West Virginia Tech,
K-State Downs Miners
Springfield's balanced attack 97-79. The games were the first
was paced by Daryel Garrison Miner wins on the road.
The Miners were caught with 20 points. Stalling led all
Ken Stalling, a junior who
napping last Wednesday night Miners with 20 points and John transfered to UMR this season
and
were edged
67~ by ,..;;;;ii;;;,;;,;;,;,;...;.;.;.;;.;.
Williams added 18._______________
from Puducah, Kentl!Cky
Kansas
State out College-,
Pittsburgh . The engineers
casually watched a 13 point lead
fade to five points in the last
three minutes of the first half
and then to nothing in the
opening minutes of the second'
half. The rest of the game seesawed as both teams played
bacameand
final
after
Bob
sloppy
the only
Kansas
victory
Kissack missed a last second
desperation shot.
What seemed to pull the
Miners momentum off was the
many replacements that were
made throughout the game.
With a 37-24 lead in the last of
the first half, coach Billy Key
began to substitute freely and in
the last two minutes of the first
half Rodney LeGrand was the
only starter om the court. This
With 24 seconds left in the
game, freshman Royce Vessell
shot and a K State player
inadvertently tipped the ball in
the Miner basket and UMR took
a 66-65 lead. But with nine
secon ds left , John Lander
fouled Wade Brotherson and
Brotherson sunk both shots to
put Pittsburgh on top for the
victory.
John Williams took the games
high scoring honors with 23
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John Gibson goes high in the air for a rebound in action
during the Milwaukee game,

sparked the Miners in their
wins . His efforts were
especially evident in the
championship game Saturday
when he pouted in 35 points
from his guard position. Stalling
also shared high scoring honors
in the first round game with
forward Tommy Noel. Both had
18 pOints.

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street
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Research Materials
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EDUCATIONAL
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Earn $100 a month and a Marine Corps
commission through the Platoon Leaders Class.
ASK THE MARINE CORPS 'OFFICER SELECTION OFFICER IF YOU QUALIFY FOR ONE OF THE PROGRAMS
THE MARINE CORPS HAS TO OFFER. THE MARINE CORPS OFFICER SELECTION TEAM WILL BE
LOCATID ON YOUR CAMPUS IN THE FOYER OF THE STUDENT UNION ON THE 15TH AND 16TH OF
JANUARY 1973 FROM 09:00 ,A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.

The PLCalso offers a
Eligible college men
can earn $100 a month few good men the
chance to learn to fly ·
each month of the
regular school year. It's free. The Corps pays
the entire cost of
like a $900 annual
civilian flight instruction
scholarship.
... worth about $800,
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Catering To UMR
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AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH CONSULTANTS
AREA DIRECTORS WANTED
2430 PENNSYLVANIA AVE .
NW WASHINGTON , D . C. 20037

A 9 , 30· \ , 30 (202) 781-45 11 10 , 30
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In the championship game,
West Virginia Tech led only
once with about six minutes
remaining in the first half. By
halftime, however , the Miners
had gained a comfortable 48-36
lead. The Miners dominated the
boards throughout the game,
holding a clear 57-41 rebounding
lead a t the close of the contest.

The Marines
are looking for
a few good men.

All PLC leadership
trai ni ng takes place
during the summer
when it can't interfere
with your college career
.Upon graduation
PLC members are
commissioned Second
Lieutenants.

